THE ALLIANCE BETWEEN ART AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PAINTING

The Next Rembrandt. Software created by the University of Delft (Netherlands) that painted a portrait according to the artist’s style based on data on his works.

E-David. Mechanical arm designed by the University of Constance (Germany) that paints without following a pattern. It uses five brushes and 24 colours.

MUSIC

Lamus. Cybercomposer developed at the University of Malaga (Spain) that composes classical music from basic information inputs.

FlowMachines. A Sony experiment which, from over 13,000 songs, is capable of creating a new one according to the style the user requests.

LITERATURE

ProperWriter. Software that writes stories following the structures of Propp, a Russian linguist who analysed the components of folk tales.

Poettwit. Twitter tool that generates poems using the tweets written over time by a user.